
Arcanowave Schticks
By Garry Handelman and Colin Chapman.

The following devices are some of the latest developments of the Buro labs. Special GM permission
is required to acquire them.

Volume I -- Garry Handelman

Hellblade

Looks like an enourmous one edged scimitar, with a grotesquely thick blade. It weighs 25 kg while 
unplugged, but only 4 kg while plugged in. The hilt is made of ARB (the AI/O optical cable comes 
out of the bottom), the noncutting side of the blade has tentacled gristle stuck into it, which writhes 
obscenely while the blade is plugged in, and the metal part of the blade is pitted and holed as if 
dipped in acid. While unplugged, it is useless as a weapon. While it's plugged in, you fight with it 
using arcanowave device and it does damage equal to your Magic + 2, it also ignores external 
armor, and bonuses from hard cover are halved (i.e. hard cover becomes soft cover).

If someone attacks you with a non-signature weapon in melee combat and you successfully parry 
with a plugged-in hellblade (i.e. they fail to hit you and you are using your arcanowave device for 
defense), roll an arcanowave device check immediately, with the difficulty being the attacking 
characters martial arts + Fu, if the roll is a success, the attacking character's weapon is broken.

You may, if you somehow acquire arcanowave and fu schticks, use fu schticks and the hellblade 
both at once. You may use your Martial Arts instead of your Arcanowave Device to attack when you
do this, if you so desire. You cannot get magic weapon schticks for a hellblade, or designate it as a 
signature weapon.

Information Uplink
This looks like a tiny sea anenome rooted into your temple with an ARB base. It does not plug into 
an Arcanowave device port. This device permits you to "log on" to the "dark side" of the world's chi
energy. At will, you can use it to add 4 to your Mnd and all your Mnd based skills for purposes of 
one check, but each time you do this you gain two mutation points. Bonuses to your charisma may 
be mitigated if the person you are attempting to charm notices you have a bottom feeder stuck to 
your head ("so, charming, why are you wearing a hood?"). Called shots against the information 
uplink are extremely difficult (double difficulty), but if it is hit you may suffer some form of nasty 
brain damage or immediate mutation (GM discretion).

It also lets you communicate telepathically with demons, abominations and with other people who 
have information uplinks (demons and abominations without uplinks cannot initiate such 
communication). You suffer 1 point of mutation for each sequence you remain in communication. If
you are in the 2056 juncture, you can mentally log on to the worldwide arcanowave computer 
network. This mutates you 1 point per sequence, and you can't get much information without an 
access code.

Sonic Infliction Device
This looks like a whistle made of ARB (it is), with an AI/O optical cable coming out of it. While 



unplugged, it is a perfectly functional whistle. If you blow it while it's plugged in (1 shot action), 
everyone, including you, in a radius equal to the arcanowave device check outcome (difficulty ten) 
in meters around you suffers four points of impairment for the remainder of the sequence. 
Arcanowave based effects cannot mitigate this impairment. Abominations and Supernatural 
Creatures are particularly susceptible, and are affected for a number of sequences equal to the 
outcome.

Soul Gem
Use this doodad with great discretion.

This appears as a piece of red crystal implanted in the body (does not plug into an AI/O port), and 
surrounded by a ring of ARB. If someone with a Soul Gem is killed, their body instantly 
disintegrates and their soul is transfered into the Gem. If someone touches the Gem, and they fail a 
Willpower (6) test, their soul is stuck into the Gem and the inhabitant of the Gem gets their body. 
The Gem falls to the ground, and presumably the body thief diposes of it. People can willingly fail 
the willpower test and let themselves be stripped from their body, but they must know what is going
on. Someone who succeeds the test doesn't notice anything unusual about the Gem. Once a person 
succeeds in his/her test against a particular gem, they are immune to that individual Gems effects 
forever. This new Soul/Body combination has:

Body attributes, Reflex attributes, Arcanowave Schticks, Creature Abilities and type (Human, 
Transformed Animal or Supernatural Critter) of the old inhabitant or body.

Skill bonuses (skills may need recalculation), Fu powers, Gun and Magic shcticks of the New 
Inhabitant/ Soul (it may be a little difficult to find lost signature weapons). You get +0 in 
Arcanowave Device and/or Creature Powers once you have spent any time at all in an appropriately
equiped body.

If you are stuck in the body of a transformed animal, you don't get any transformed animal schticks,
but can learn them. You can't use any sorcerous abilities unless and until you get into a different 
body. Souls that have inhabited transformed animals stuck in soul gems can only use transformed 
animal schticks that are appropriate to a body they are in. It is possible to get really riotous with this
doodad and scramble people's souls like nobody's business.

Ghosts, Spectres and other etheral undead souls are immune to these things. It is possible to use 
Magic (GM discretion; probably Fertility) to put everyone back in the right body, and the original 
thief back in the Gem.

The Gem is real tough, for obvious reasons, but can be destroyed (again, GM discretion).

Volume II -- Colin Chapman

Adrenoid Pumper

This device resembles a large fleshy beetle whose body is a dull, pulsing, veined green sack filled 
with red streaked goop. It isn't plugged into an AI/O port but is instead placed over the heart where 
it buries its head and legs into the flesh, anchoring it securely. It then pierces the heart with a long 
needle like mouthpart.

When activated, by squeezing its neck, it spews the goo directly into the heart releasing a powerful 
steroid and adrenal stimulant. The effects last a number of sequences equal to the Outcome of an 
Arcanowave check; Difficulty equals your Con. During this period you receive +2 Bod and Spd 
modifiers as it boosts your body past its normal limits.

At the end of its effects (and it always runs its full course) you suffer 2 Wound Points for every 



sequence you were under its effects. This is unmodified by Tgh or armour and represents the 
vicious wear it afflicts on your body, heart and nervous system. It is possible for a a user to collapse 
after using it.

It regenerates its fluids over a 30 minute period and requires a successful Arcanowave check, 
Difficulty 6, to do so.

War Claws
This device looks like a thick, skeletal ARB glove, crisscrossed with veins, with each finger 
terminating in a 8" long bone blade. It feels blunt, heavy and useless until plugged into an AI/O 
port. When plugged in the veins pulse, sending rivulets of red shooting through the claws, which 
gain a razor edge and extrude a number of barbs. Each claw attack causes Str + 5 damage, ripping 
out chunks of flesh that require Sorcery, or the Medicine skill of 2056 to treat. In addition it 
channels the blood of your opponents into you so you heal 2 Wound Points for every 10 points of 
damage you inflict with it. On the downside you can't hold another weapon or gun in that hand.

Webber
This looks like an insectoid grenade with a fleshy 'button' pin. To 'fill' it, you plug it into your AI/O 
port and make an Arcanowave check; Difficulty 6. The grenade has a resultant Str equal to the 
Outcome of the check.

When thrown at a foe it erupts just before impact, throwing a multitude of fleshy tendrils around the
target, attempting to bind then with a Str as noted above. While bound, the target suffers impairment
equal to the difference between his Str and the grenades Str. If the Str difference is 5 or greater in 
the grenades favour, the target is completely immobilised. Even stronger targets suffer 1 point of 
Impairment.

The grenades bind their target for a number of sequences equal to the Str difference in the grenades 
favour, or at least 1 sequence if the target is stronger. Targets may attempt to escape, using an entire 
sequence, by making a successful Str check against the grenade.

There is a mystic link between the character filling the grenade and the grenade itself; if anyone else
attempts to throw a web grenade, it is a dud. The character who buys this schtick starts the game 
with 6 grenades. Targets may Dodge the grenade as normal.

ARB Armament
Damage: By weapon 
Concealment: By weapon +2 

Seeing that their front line troopers were having problems hitting even with the best of the 2056 
ordinance, the CDCA took their usual approach to things: using the design specs for the 2056 
weaponry as a base they started making guns out of ARB material, then infusing them with the 
spirits of captured soldiers. After all, just because they're dead doesn't mean they can stop 
contributing to the cause! 

The result was a weapon that would help its wielder aim once it was hooked up to an AI/O port. In 
brief, this lets the wielder fire the ARB Armament with his Arcanowave Device skill rather than his 
Guns skill. 

Better still, the spirit in the ARB Armament acts as a second set of eyes, yelling out warnings, 
offering tactical advice and giving +1 AV on any Perception checks to avoid danger. 

You can designate your ARB Armament as a Signature Weapon. 



There are some problems with this. First, the usual rules for Arcanowave Malfunction apply to the 
gun (+1 to mutation check per sequence active). Second the gun's concealability is 2 points higher 
than the normal version of the weapon — ARB armament tends to have a lot of unnecessary spikes 
and strange protrusions that make it harder to hide. Third, the weapon still needs to be reloaded, and
the aforementioned spikes and protrusions add 1 to the reload time for the gun. 

Finally, the spirit in the gun has been ordered to like you — he probably would rather not be there. 
Any roll of boxcars means that the spirit is starting to slip control, and it begins offering you bad 
advice. Your chance to hit remains the same, but your Perception AV drops by 1 as it starts telling 
you to do nonsensical things, yelling in your ear and otherwise trying to get you killed. 

Functionally this shtick is very similar to the Golden Comeback shtick “Gun Eye”, in that both let 
you replace your Guns skill with your Arcanowave skill. I feel the differences in design, as well as 
the idea of being able to chat with the character as his not-entirely-trustworthy sidearm, make this 
shtick sufficiently interesting to merit its inclusion. 

Brian Rogers

Chi Unraveller
Damage: 8 
Concealment: 3 

This is a short blunt gun whose three barrels are mounted one above the other, with over a 
centimeter separating each barrel. It is very distinctive, and people remember it once it's hit them. 

The Chi Unraveller has a very short range (your Arcanowave Device in meters), but an interesting 
effect: It turns your target's Chi back on itself by overloading them with Arcanowave energy. The 
stronger their Chi, the more damage potential. 

When hit, the target reduces his Toughness score by his Chi (or Fu or Magic, whichever is highest) 
score before resisting the attack's damage. The target's Toughness can't go below 0 for resisting 
damage from a Chi Unraveller. 

Helix Shredder
Damage: 10* 
Concealment: 3 

The Helix Ripper's younger brother, this is a smaller, more portable version of that God-awful 
device. It is more concealable (but still not easily hidden) and manageable at 7 kg (2 kg plugged in),
but its beam is much less powerful. 

The Shredder does only 2/3 the base damage of the Helix Ripper, drops Mooks on an outcome of 
4+, and can penetrate only 2 cm of inorganic matter before loosing coherency. This is still sufficient
to ignore armor, but cover is now much more of a difficulty to your targeting. The damage caused 
by the beam still laughs at conventional healing. 

This is the weapon of choice for people who want to have the advantages of the Helix Ripper but 
not the image of a Walking Tank. 

Leech Rounds
Damage: By weapon type* 
Concealment: By ammo type 

As with other types of Arcanowave ammunition, these are loaded into a regular gun or ARB 
Armament and fired as normal. They have the regular damage code for the weapon in question, and 



if you have the Shtick you're assumed to always have more available. 

These are more horrifying than conventional ammunition, however, because if they damage their 
target (the Weapon Damage + Outcome is more than the target's Toughness + Armor) the Leech 
Round instead adheres to the target's flesh and burrows in, eating its way through the target and 
nesting there. This hideous feasting does 3 wound points per sequence to the target for Outcome 
sequences, or until the Leech Round is cut out or burned. Each of these options takes 3 shots and 
causes 3 wounds per Leech Round removed. Note that the Leech Round does no damage other than 
through burrowing — the initial hit does just the 3 wounds for the first sequence of burrowing. 

Leech rounds always malfunction when used by a character who has not taken them as a shtick. 
Add 1 to your Mutation Check difficulties per clip or revolver you fill with Leech Rounds. 

Environment Replicator
This is an ARB lycra harness that, like the spirit shield generator, stretches over clothing and armor. 
Plug it into an AI/O port it grows tendrils, shoots and other protrusions that quickly change to 
mimic the surrounding environment, changing color and texture to camouflage you. Nifty, huh? 
The Buro designed it for reconnaissance and monster hunting in the 69 juncture, but it has proved useful elsewhere. When active, Perception checks made to find you have increased difficulty, depending on the terrain and your degree of movement. 

Unmoving Careful Walk Walk / Combat
Wilds +7 +5 +3
Rural +5 +3 +1
Urban +3 +1 -

Vehicular Transmission Control Unit (VTCU)
This is a two part device — one half hooks up to a standard vehicle and the other half attaches to 
your AI/O Port. It takes an Arcanowave Device test to install the vehicle half of the unit, with a 
difficulty of 9 for a 2056 vehicle or 12 for a contemporary one. 

Once the vehicular unit is attached, the vehicle will take commands from your VTCU, letting you 
control the thing from up to your Acranowave Device in miles away. Controlling the vehicle uses 
your Drive skill, with an AV penalty of −2. Using a VTCU counts as a continuous action, with the 
usual penalties. 

You can detach your VTCU from a vehicle with the same difficulty you had attaching it, and you 
can attach it to any vehicle if you make the roll and have time. Each attaching and detaching takes 
about 15 minutes. 

The body part of the VTCU comes in two types. One is a set of goggles and headband of ARB 
material that connects to a head-mounted AI/O port, which controls the vehicle by voice and eye 
movements. The other is a thick, clawed glove that mimics your hand motions for controlling the 
vehicle. You have your choice when you pick up the shtick, but you don't get to choose the color — 
they're always a sickly green with thick red veins running through them. 

The vehicular part looks like a thickened black and green tortoise shell covered in arcane runes, and
is virtually indestructible — assume that it can be salvaged from any standard vehicle wreck and 
reused with minimal repair. 

Internal Containment Point
This is a storage space for Arcanowave devices constructed inside your body. It appears as a hump 
under your skin, usually on your back or leg, but some people prefer the pot-belly effect. 



When you need it, the containment point sphincters open. Its interior is much larger than its 
exterior, but only when holding ARB materials. Try to put anything else in it, and it's really painful. 
It can be done, but it causes 1 impairment per hour, cumulative, until you take the stuff out. 

The internal containment point has a concealability of 2 for the purposes of people getting 
suspicious, but can hold any three pieces of Arcanowave gear, one Helix Ripper or Ariel Mobility 
Unit, or about 6 cubic inches of normal matter (one handgun, one grenade, a few sticks of dynamite,
etc.). 

It takes one shot to open the internal containment point; closing it takes none. Each opening adds 
one to your mutation check difficulty at the end of the session. 

Manipulative Tendril
You have an ARB port on your body, usually on the end of your hand, that can extend a 
manipulative tendril great distances for attacks and manipulation. 

When you extend the tendril, make an Arcanowave Device check against a difficulty 5. The result is
the range in meters you can extend the tendril, and the Dexterity of the tendril. The tendril has 
excellent senses of touch, smell and taste (best not to think about it), and you can add the outcome 
to your Perception when making checks using the tendril's senses. 

You can make Martial Arts checks with the tendril anywhere within its range, and it uses your 
Strength score. If you have either Unnatural Weaponry or Abysmal Spines, you can add the damage 
bonuses from those to attacks with your manipulative tendril. Treat the tendril as an extra limb with 
exceptional abilities when adjudicating it, not just as a weapon. 

Extending the tendril is a 0-shot action, and its use adds one mutation point per sequence to your 
end-of-session check difficulty. 

Optical Replacement Unit
Or, a cybernetic eye. Getting one of these implanted is a scary proposition, because the whole eye is
cut away and an AI/O port is placed directly on top of the optic nerve. 

Once in and functioning, the Unit emits a broad band of the same Arcanowave energy that, when 
focused, is projected by the Helix Ripper. The optical replacement unit can read the reflections of 
that energy in a method similar to radar, letting you see living flesh clearly and inorganics as fuzzy 
shadows, the density and thickness of which you can read with practice. 

This energy will penetrate through up to 6 cm of inorganics, letting you ignore soft cover penalties 
against living targets (never mind the advantages of seeing through the wall). Since the Unit sees by
AW energy that it provides, you have no darkness penalties when it is active. Finally, Tracer Resin 
(see Tracer Resin projector) shows up very clearly under this energy, and you can immediately spot 
those who were hit by Tracer Resin within the last 24 hours unless they have magically cleaned 
themselves. 

When you turn the Optical Replacement Unit on, you have to make an Arcanowave Device roll 
with a difficulty of 8. The outcome is used as your Perception score when the optical replacement 
unit is on, even if it is worse than your own. 

Each sequence you use the unit, add 1 to your mutation check difficulty. 

The unit has a battery pack, similar to that used by the Robot Limb (Feng Shui, p. 122), allowing 
use of the mechanical eye without adding to your mutation check. The image provided when using 
the battery is far from perfect — you see in grainy black and white. 

Finally, it looks really repulsive, covering your eye socket, part of your cheek and forehead and 
extending out to your ear. It's immediately noticeable, and you can forget posing for photo shoots. 



Fortunately, it can be removed (1 shot to remove or put back in), and you could just wear an eye 
patch, but when it's out you don't have any peripheral vision, and your depth perception gets shot to 
hell (−1 on all ranged attacks and Perception related checks). 

Unnatural Weaponry
You have wickedly hooked and razor sharp blades embedded in your arms and hands, and can 
extend them just by turning them on. Doing so is a 0 shot action. 

While extended, the claws add +2 to your base punch damage, and +2 to your Intimidate AV. 

Each sequence you use the unnatural weaponry adds one to your mutation check difficulty. 

Gun Eye 

GUN EYE

The gun eye is a small tube housing an eye plucked from a living demon and bound into an ARB 
casing. A multitude of small, sticky legs allows the device to be fastened onto any standard gun 
barrel, while a coaxial cable attaches to any AI/O port. It takes 3 shots to activate a Gun Eye. 
Anyone shooting a gun equipped with one can use his Arcanowave Device skill instead of his Guns 
skill. Additionally, a Gun Eye weapon may be extended around corners to fire without the shooter 
exposing himself from behind cover. Using the gun in this manner gives the user +1 to his cover 
bonus.

Finally, the device may be detached from a firearm and used as probe of sorts, to look around 
corners or down wells. While plugged in to an AI/O port, the Gun Eye can move slowly (but 
silently) along on its icky little legs to peek around corners and such. It’s great fun at parties. The 
cable reaches ten meters at its fullest extension.

Fu Shticks

Path of Tempestuous Steel
By Colin Chapman.

This path relies on a bladed weapon of some kind, be it sword or dagger.



Sudden Lightning
Chi Cost: 1/X
Shot Cost: 1

You draw your blade and strike in one fluid and blindingly fast motion. You add 1 Initiative for each
Chi point spent if this ability is used at the 'start' of a conflict sequence, but only if your weapon is 
sheathed. If performed later in a sequence, the Chi cost is only 1 point and Initiative may not be 
modified.

Prerequisite: None
Path: Razor Wave

Razor Wave
Chi Cost: 2
Shot Cost: 1

Spinning your blade in an arc, you parry your opponent's blow with the edge of your blade, 
damaging your attacker. You make an 'active' Parry as normal, and if it succeeds your attacker 
receives damage as if you had hit her with a standard attack with your weapon.

Prerequisite: Sudden Lightning
Path: Water Sword

Water Sword
Chi Cost: X
Shot Cost: 1

Make a display motion in which your sword seems to become springy and flexible. Until end of 
sequence, opponents suffer a penalty to their Dodge values equal to the amount of Chi you elect to 
spend, but only for attacks made by you.

Prerequisite: Razor Wave
Path: Cutting Wind

(Modelled after the Path of the Leaping Storm, p. 107, Feng Shui rulebook.)

Cutting Wind
Chi Cost: X
Shot Cost: 3

You slash at the air between you and your target, your blade trailing a razor-keen arc of air, cutting 
anything it hits. You must spend a Chi point for every 2 meters of distance between you and your 
target. Make a normal Martial Arts check to see if you had hit your opponent with your blade as in 
normal hand-to-hand combat.

It is possible to use this attack on multiple opponents as a stunt, and unlike 'Loyal Steel' there is no 
chance your opponents can intercept or catch your blade as you are still holding it.

Prerequisite: Water Sword
Path: Torrent of Fury



Torrent of Fury
Chi Cost: 8
Shot Cost: special

Spend all of your shots at once to launch a series of attacks against a number of opponents. Each 
time you succeed at a Martial Arts task check, you can immediately make an additional attack on 
another opponent. You may attack each individual opponent only once per sequence.

Prerequisite: Cutting Wind
Path: None

(Modelled after the Path of the Leaping Storm, p. 107, Feng Shui rulebook.)

Path of the Thunderous Storm
By David Eber.

This Fu path is unique to the warriors of the Thunder Pagoda. Huan Ken has sorcerers in his service
too, but he tends to be very big on personal combat and he expects his warriors to be too. The best 
of them are taught this Fu path, which was invented by the Thunder King himself.

Lightning Strike
Chi Cost: 2
Shot Cost: 3

Strike an opponent with a lighting-charged blow. Make a normal Martial Arts attack against your 
opponent. If successful, he is disoriented, and suffers -2 impairment for a number of shots equal to 
the Outcome in addition to the normal damage from the strike. The effects of multiple strikes are 
not cumulative. This strike is accompanied by crackling electricity.

Prerequisite: none
Path: Clap of Thunder

Clap of Thunder
Chi Cost: 3
Shot Cost: 3

Clap your hands together, creating a deafening wave of thunder which disorients everyone around 
you. The wave extends outward from you in a distance equal to your Fu in meters. Anyone caught 
in this area must make a Chi, Fu, or Martial Arts task check (whichever is highest) with your 
Martial Arts skill level as the Difficulty. Failure means the character loses a number of shots from 
his next action equal to the difference between his Action Result and the Difficulty.

Prerequisite: Lightning Strike
Path: Thunder Strike

Thunder Strike
Chi Cost: 3
Shot Cost: 3



Strike an opponent with thunderous force. Make a normal Martial Arts attack against your 
opponent. If successful, she is dazed and automatically loses her next attack as well as taking 
normal damage from the strike. She may only dodge or retreat as her next action. This strike is 
accompanied by a crack of thunder.

Prerequisite: Clap of Thunder
Path: Tempest Roar

Tempest Roar
Chi Cost: 6
Shot Cost: 3

Bellow at your opponents, unleashing the power of the storm. The force of your yell extends 
outward in front of you at a distance equal to your Fu in meters. Anyone caught in this area must 
make a Chi, Fu, or Martial Arts task check (whichever is highest) with your Martial Arts skill level 
as the difficulty. Failure means the character suffers an amount of impairment equal to the 
difference between his Action Result and the Difficulty. This effect lasts for a number of shots equal
to your Fu rating.

Prerequisite: Thunder Strike
Path: Storm Strike

Storm Strike
Chi Cost: 6
Shot Cost: 3

Strike an opponent with the tempestous force of the storm. Make a normal Martial Arts attack 
against your opponent. If successful, he is stunned and suffers impairment equal to the Outcome of 
the attack for a number of shots equal to your Fu attribute in addition to the normal damage from 
the strike. The effects of multiple strikes are not cumulative. This strike is accompanied crashing 
thunder and electrical sparks.

Prerequisite: Tempest Roar
Path: The Storm's Fury

The Storm's Fury
Chi Cost: 8
Shot Cost: 6

Strike the ground, either with a weapon or by jumping in the air and striking the ground with a kick.
Your strike unleashes the full fury of the storm, shattering the earth and sending out a wave of 
destruction. The wave extends outward from you in a distance equal to your Fu in meters. Within 
this area the following things will occur: glass shatters, insecure objects are knocked over or flung 
backwards, masonry cracks, and a fissure splits the earth starting at your feet and extending the 
length of the area of effect. This power will also trigger rockslides and avalanches in areas 
predisposed to such occurences.

Any character in this area must make a Chi, Fu, or Martial Arts task check (whichever is highest) 
with your Martial Arts skill level as the difficulty. Characters who fail are flung backwards X meters
and suffer X damage, where X = the difference between the Difficulty and their Action Result. 
Unnamed characters will be taken out if they fail the check by 5 or more points. These characters 
are also stunned, and may only dodge for a number of shots equal to your Fu rating afterwards. 
Characters who are within 2 meters of you when you when you use this power are unaffected by it, 



as they are essentially within the eye of the storm.

Note: if you try to use this power within most buildings, you will end up falling to the floor below 
(or the basement) and possibly injuring yourself as you shatter the floor, which is unlikely to 
withstand such force unless it is made of exceptionally thick and strong stone, preferably reinforced 
with steel.

Prerequisite: Storm Strike
Path: None

Path of the Extended Fist
By David Eber.

Students of this path learn how harness their chi into a tangible force that can be used to strike an 
opponent without actually touching him, and to defend in the same manner. Masters of this path are 
said to be able to kill an opponent with barely any movement at all.

The Forceful Strike
Chi Cost: 2
Shot Cost: 3

Strike an opponent bare-handed: if successful, the opponent is thrown a number of meters equal to 
the Outcome of the attack in the direction of your choice. Opponent suffers Damage equal to your 
strength + the Outcome.

Prerequisite: None
Path: The Focused Defense

The Focused Defense
Chi Cost: X
Shot Cost: 1

Focus your Chi defensively, deflecting blows without any physical contact. When you are attacked 
you may spend X Chi to gain an armor bonus equal to 2X. There is no Agility penalty for using this 
power. Use this power when the attack is declared, but before your opponent makes his task check. 
Attacks which are absorbed by the Focused Defense are actually deflected away without ever 
touching you. Using this power counts as a defensive action.

Prerequisite: The Forceful Strike
Path: The Extended Strike

The Extended Strike
Chi Cost: 2
Shot Cost: 3

Attack an opponent bare-handed from a distance by focusing your Chi into a strike. The range of 
your strike is equal to your Fu rating in meters (before you spend any points). Damage is equal to 
your Strength +1 (Old Masters also add the damage from their unique schtick).



Prerequisite: The Focused Defense
Path: The Destructive Strike

The Destructive Strike
Chi Cost: X + 2
Shot Cost: 3

Attack an opponent bare-handed from a distance, spending X+2 Chi. If successful add twice X to 
the damage if the target is a living being, or four times X to the damage if the target is non-living. 
For the purposes of this power undead creatures count as living beings. This attack may be made at 
a distance equal to your Fu rating in meters (before you spend any points).

Prerequisite: The Extended Strike
Path: Shield of Pure Soul

Shield of Pure Soul
Chi Cost: X
Shot Cost: 3

Create a protective sphere of Chi energy around you. Gain an armor bonus equal to X, where X is 
the amount of Chi you elect to spend. This bonus lasts until the end of the sequence. There is no 
Agility penalty for using this power. Attacks which are absorbed by Shield of Pure Soul are actually
deflected away without ever touching you.

Prerequisite: The Destructive Strike
Path: No-Strike

No-Strike
Chi Cost: 6
Shot Cost: 0

You may do damage to an opponent with the slightest of movements, wounding them even as you 
defend yourself from their attack. Use this power when an opponent unsuccessfully attacks you in 
hand-to-hand combat. They immediately take damage as if you had struck them, with the outcome 
equal to the difference between their action result and the difficulty. Damage is equal to strength +1 
(Old Masters also add the damage from their unique schtick). Use this power when your opponent 
attacks and after he makes his task check. You must be in melee combat with your opponent to use 
this power.

Example: Chou, with an AV of 15, is fighting Lin, with a DV of 15. Chou attacks and 
ends up with an Action Result of 13. Chou uses No-Strike. Chou takes damage equal to 
Lin's strength +2, 2 being the difference between Chou's Action Result of 13 and the 
difficulty, which is 15.

Prerequisite: Shield of Pure Soul
Path: None



Path of the Brilliant Flame
This is a flashy path often used by demons and sorcerors or more esoteric practitioners of kung fu. 

Special Effects Note: If an opponent damaged by schticks on this path is wearing flammable 
clothing, that clothing ignites and the opponent must take 3 shots to slap the fire out or suffer 1 
Wound Point each time you take a 3-shot action or until something is done about the fire. Total 
damage from the fire effect cannot exceed your Fu rating. Once the targets clothes have caught fire 
once, they are assumed to be to scorched to catch fire again. A target immune to fire (or other 
appropriate element for variant paths) would ignore this and all other effects of this path. 

There is some similarity between the effects of this path and sorcery's Fire Blast.

There are variants of this path that use cold, lightning, sound, or other elemental effects instead. The
schticks are named Lightning Strike, Thunder Strike, Cold Strike et al. A few examples of how such
alternate paths could work are given below. Naturally, immunity to the relevant element would 
render you immune to that particular variant of this path.

Path of the Blizzard's Fury: A cold-based variant, replace "Fire" with "Cold" in all the schtick 
names. The special effect is that targets soak using Constitution instead of Toughness. Cold-weather
clothing and nonmetallic armor is effective against this, but metal armor offers no protection.

Path of the Corrosive Fumes: An acid-based path, vile and disgusting by most standards. Replace 
Fire with Acid in all schtick names. It will cause additional damage through acid instead of through
fire. Immunity and resistance to water, poison or acid protects against this path, but Gathering the 
Acid protects only against acid and poison.

Path of the Heavenly Lightning: An electricity-based variant, replace "Fire" with "Lightning" in 
all the schtick names. The special effect is that named targets damaged by this lightning are 
shocked, and lose one from their current shot.

Path of the Raging Thunder: A sound-based variant, replace "Fire" with "Thunder" in all the 
schtick names. It makes a terrible racket when used. The special effect is that all thunder attacks 
except "Thunder Strike" ignores armor. The noise required for Gathering the Thunder must be 
sufficient to cause damage or impairments. Explosions, airplane takeoffs and your own favorite 
soundtrack at full-blast volume qualifies.

Fire Strike
Fu: 1, Shot: 3
This is the fu schtick of the same name, Feng Shui, p 98.
Strike an opponent barehanded with Martial Arts; add 2 to the final Damage if the strike hits.

Fire Stance
Fu: 6, Shot: 1
Prerequisite: Fire Strike
Until end or Sequence, you surround yourself with a flaming aura. Anyone striking you in close 
combat is burned, with a damage value equal to your Martial Arts Action Value minus the outcome 
of his attack. Depending on your tradition, your own gear might be protected against this flame, but 
anything else near you risks catching fire. GM Note: This should be a nuisance rather than a 
problem.



Fire Fist
Fu: 1, Shot: 3
Prerequisite: Fire Stance
Strike an opponent barehanded with your fist wreathed in a flaming nimbus of chi energy. Damage 
rating of the attack is Fu +2. Even opponents somehow immune to Martial Arts attacks and/or Fu 
powers take full damage from the attack, unless they are also immune to the fire effect of Sorcery's 
Blast schtick.

Eyes of Fire
Fu: 3, Shot: 3
Prerequisite: Fire Fist
You can now damage opponents without touching them: a blast or flame emanates from your eyes, 
mouth or fist. Damage rating of the attack is Fu +2. Even opponents somehow immune to Martial 
Arts attacks and/or Fu powers take full damage from the attack, unless they are also immune to the 
fire effect of Sorcery's Blast schtick.

Gathering the Fire
Fu: 3, Shot X
Prerequisite: Eyes of Fire
You can stand in the middle of a raging blaze without suffering damage for any number or shots in a
single Sequence. For each shot spent enveloped in flames, you gain a temporary Fu point. (The total
number of shots you spend in this manner is where The X shot cost comes from.) You may choose 
to spend these extra Fu points at any time to pay the Fu cost of any Fu power(s); once spent, they 
are gone forever. They do not change your Fu rating for checks; they only give you more points to 
spend on Fu powers. If spent on powers in the Path of the Brilliant Flame, these points count 
double. The maximum number of extra Fu points that can be stored from Sequence to Sequence 
using this or any other Fu power is equal to your original Fu attribute. Gathering the fire can be 
used as a 1-shot defensive action when attacked by fire. This has an effective Fu cost of 2 (you 
recover 1 Fu point during the shot). Any use of this schtick negates lingering fire effects (such as 
the special byproduct of the schticks on this path).

Path of the Empty Mind

By emptying your own mind of distracting thoughts, you can increase your sensitivity to the outside 
world, and perhaps even disappear from the perceptions of others.

Read Intent
Fu: 2, Shot: 0
Make a Martial Arts check against the Willpower or Intrusion of your target, or the distance in 
meters, whichever is greater. If successful, you know they are there and get a basic idea about their 
intentions; aggressive, defensive, or neutral. You can use this schtick when you are about to be 
surprised, a success negates surprise.

Focus
Fu: 0, Shot: X
Prerequisite: Read Intent
Reduce the Fu cost of your next Fu maneuver by 2X. A Fu schtick can never have a negative Fu 
cost.



Empty Mind
Fu: 2, Shot: 1
Prerequisite: Focus 
You may substitute your Martial Arts Action Value for your Willpower for the rest of the Sequence.

Empty-Strike
Fu: 3, Shot: 3
Prerequisite: Empty Mind
You can make an armed or unarmed Martial Arts attack without giving your opponent any warning. 
Your expression, aura and body won't give the attack away. This means your opponent cannot use 
Parry or Dodge, either passively or actively. Your attack difficulty is his Agility. You cannot use 
your Strength in such an attack, as this would instantly give you away. The damage of the attack is 
thus zero, only the Outcome generates damage. The damage bonus from a weapon (or fist/kick), 
however, will add to the damage.

The Void
Fu: 3, Shot: 1
Prerequisite: Empty-Strike
As a defensive action, you seem to vanish from the mind's eye. As opponents pour more and more 
Chi into attacking you, you become more and more elusive. You can avoid any single chi-based 
attack. The difficulty is the opponent's Willpower rating. This includes Fu, Animal, Sorcery, 
Arcanowave, or Creature Powers schticks and enchanted items used to attack.

No Presence
Fu: 2X, Shot: 1
Prerequisite: The Void
By suppressing your aura, you can escape attention. For X shots, people will fail to notice you, as 
long as your Martial Arts Action Result matches their Willpower. Spending less than four Fu (X = 2 
or a duration of two shots) is rather pointless, as you don't get to take any action before turning 
visible. As long as you are invisible, you can attack by surprise. When not counting initiative, this 
power will only allow short dashes from cover to cover. You can sneak across open spaces in rushes
no longer than your Move in meters with no penalty to Intrusion.

Gun Schticks

Bag Full of Guns
By Tun Kai Poh.

This character has a large suitcase or duffel bag filled with a variety of firearms and ammunition. 
On a successful Guns check, the owner of the Bag may reach into it and pull out any gun from the 
list in the book (and any other GM-approved weapons). The difficulty of finding a pistol and 
matching ammo is 5, the difficulty of finding a submachinegun or shotgun and matching ammo is 
10, and the difficulty of finding an assault rifle and matching ammo is 15. On a failed roll, the 
owner pulls out an unloaded gun of the wrong type. On a botched boxcars, the bag is out of useful 
guns, and cannot be used again until refilled (between scenes).

Once a particular gun is found, it is assumed that it comes with one full load of ammo. To find more
ammo, another Guns check is needed at 5 less difficulty for that weapon. 2056 guns and antiques 
are not normally in the Bag, although the character can fill the Bag with those if she has access to 
them.



The Bag has a Concealment of 5, regardless of how many guns are actually in it. Each additional 
schtick of Bag Full Of Guns increases the roll for finding a particular gun by 2. If the character has 
Lightning Reload, there is no need to roll to find more ammo.

If a character besides the owner of the Bag searches through it for a weapon or ammo, increase the 
difficulty of the check by 5.

Treat the Bag as a Signature Weapon in the sense that it cannot be lost or damaged under normal 
circumstances.

Hail of Bullets
By David Eber.

HK cinema often shows scenes of a gunman pumping bullet after bullet into a single opponent at 
close range, making sure that he goes down and stays down. Hail of Bullets allows you to simulate 
this effect. This schtick comes into play after you have successfully hit a named character with a 
gunshot. You may shoot at the same character again on the next shot, and may continue to do so on 
successive shots as long as each shot hits it's target. However, each shot after the original hit adds a 
cumulative -1 penalty to your Action Result, so that the original shot would be made normally, the 
next at -1, the third at -2, and so on. You can offset this penalty by buying mulitple schticks in Hail 
of Bullets. Each schtick purchased after the first reduces the penalty by 1. For example, a character 
with three schticks in Hail of bullets would attack with no penalty on the first, second, and third 
shots, and would then have a -1 penalty on the fourth shot, -2 on the fifth, and so on.

Hail of Bullets can also be combined with Both Guns Blazing. However, while the bonuses from 
BGB will offset the penalties of HoB, the reverse is not true. For example, a character with 4 
schticks in BGB (+1 AV bonus) and 1 in HoB (no penalty reduction) would be at +1 for the first 
shot, no modifier for the second, -1 for the third shot, and so on. Conversely, a character with 4 
schticks in HoB (3 point penalty reduction) and 1 schtick of BGB (-2 AV penalty) would be at -2 on
the first, second, third, and fourth shots, -3 on the fifth shot, -4 on the sixth shot, and so on. Of 
course, this only applies if the character is using two guns simaltaneously.

Itchy Trigger Finger
By Pit Friend.

In your hands any pistol turns into a machinegun and you can never shoot just once. If you fire three
bullets from a pistol or pistols in each hand into a single target you add +1 damage to a Named 
Character or +1 to the AV against an Unnamed Character. If you spend two Schticks on Itchy 
Trigger Finger you may fire six bullets and do +2 damage/+2 AV. You may not spend more than two
Schticks on Itchy Trigger Finger.

Kamikazi Run
By Carl Congdon.

In a particularly dramatic moment, when everything looks grim, the character can come screaming 
from behind cover, guns blazing, and make a final charge toward the enemy. Everything moves in 
slow motion as the character and enemy come face-to-face....

By using this schtick, the character bypasses the Toughness of his opponents and goes straight to 
dealing out damage. Mooks go down if they get hit, period. Plus, the character gets to make a +3 AV
Intimidation roll against his opponent(s). Mooks who fail the check get the hell out of Dodge, while
named opponents might lose some Shots if their check fails. The bad news is that the character's 
Dodge AV drops to 0 as he/she is no longer interested in surviving, and the character's Toughness 



drops to 1/2 (round up). This ends when the Kamikaze Run is over, assuming the character lives.

This can only be used once per story per Schtick the character has. The character can only buy three
Schticks in Kamikaze Run.

Revolver Mastery
By Luke Newton.

I was playing in a Feng Shui game as an Ex-Special Forces (Max Falcon), and I watched From 
Dusk Till Dawn later that night. I was thinking--Revolvers can really be abysmal in Feng Shui. So, I
thought of a schtick based on that and Gunsmith Cats (by Kenichi Sonoda -- American manga 
version).

1) (Surprising Turn of Events) A warrior may load just one round into his revolver (at a shot cost of 
1) and spin the chamber, where it stops exactly on the one round. This can only be performed once 
in a turn (and so is useful for those last-ditch, last-minute shots).

2) (Your Number's Up) Same as Surprising Turn of Events, but a roll must be made. If the result is 
positive (without rolling a Fortune die), then it stops at the round and causes that particular shot to 
take down a mook on an outcome of 3 or less.

3) (I'm a Good Guesser) By spending a Fortune point, a warrior may load just one round into the 
revolver and spin the chamber. A closed roll of Positive + Fortune - Negative is made, and if the 
result is positive, it has just landed after the round. This is great for intimidation; a rapid 5-pull of a 
six-shot revolver (as in Gunsmith Cats) can be murder on the nerves.

So Cool
By Benjamin Baugh.

If you have this schtick, you and bullets "have a relationship, see?" You are just too cool to kill, and 
even if you make no effort to dodge, people just can't seem to hit you with guns and other ranged 
attacks. This schtick adds 2 to all passive dodges per schtick of So Cool so long as you describe just
how cool you look by not ducking or dogging. The GM may negate this penalty if she doesn't think 
the description suffices. Also, you receive a 2 point bonus per level to resist any kind of 
intimidation or seduction because you're just So damn Cool. You can take four levels of this schtick.

Slow Mo'
By Benjamin Baugh.

At dramatic, violent moments the world seems to slip into slow motion around you and your 
reactions razor into crystal. When facing off against a suitably important Named Character, you 
may reduce the penalty for snapshot actions. With one schticks worth of Slow Mo', you may reduce 
the snapshot penalty by 1, with two you may reduce it by 2, with three you may reduce it by 3, and 
with four you can reduce it by 4. The penalty may never be reduced below zero. Four is the 
maximum number of times this schtick may be taken.



The Trenchcoat
By Chris Fougere.

For every level of this schtick, the character can carry 2 pistols or one larger gun whose 
concealability ratings do not apply. These weapons also are in addition to the 10 weapons/clips a 
character can normally carry (p. 79). This schtick can only be used with a trenchcoat/duster/long 
opera cape etc. The piece of clothing must be long enough to realistically (more or less) hide the 
weapon(s) and at least come to the PC's mid-thigh. No more than 4 Schticks can be spent on this 
schtick.

This allows PCs to stylishly carry lots of guns but still keeps limits on the number of guns available 
(and types). The enhanced concealability is great for those nights where you want to go to the club 
but can't risk not having firepower handy.

Trick Shot
By John McGrady.

The person with this schtick is exceptionally proficient with using guns in ways other people only 
dream of. Each time Trick Shot is taken the AV penalty for stunts involving guns is reduced by one. 
This schtick may be taken up to x times where x is the number of gun schticks you already posess 
(maximum 4).

This schtick represents the skill that some action heroes have with guns, doing things like shooting 
behind himself while looking in a mirror (and having a good chance of hitting). The restrictions on 
taking Trick Shot are there so that only people who are already good with guns can take this 
"advanced" schtick. [Webmaster's note: I wouldn't restrict it in my campaign, personally.]

Magic Weapon Schticks
By Garry Handelman.

Magic Weapon Schticks are a special category of fu schticks available only to those with the Fu 
schtick "Signature Weapon". With these schticks, your signature weapon can be a magical weapon. 
They count as Fu schticks (they cost 3 + x where x is the number of Fu schticks you will end up 
with), but have no Chi or Shot costs for the most part, they just happen whenever you wield your 
signature weapon. If you want more than one magical weapon, you have to buy signature weapon 
for each one and buy each one it's own set of magic weapon schticks. Also, try and tie them into 
your melodramatic hooks if you start with them.



Some of the nastier magic weapons give you arcanowave mutation points. This is to indicate that 
they are non-technological versions of the same dark forces that the architects meddle with, and that
good guys shouldn't take them unless they are particularly dark and tormented.

Not all magic weapons are signature weapons, just all magic weapons possessed by PCs. Some 
effects turn weapons into magical weapons temporarily. These weapons have only the "General 
Properties" listed below, not any of the special properties, unless you, the GM, feel like it.

General Properties
General properties are possessed by all magic weapons for free.

• All magical weapons are considered magic weapons for anything that cares. They are nearly 
indestructable. 

• They can look cool in whatever fashion you desire. Glowing runes, shedding rainbow water 
droplets when they are drawn, an aura of fire. It can sing or dance in battle. Be creative. 

Consciousness
Your weapon has some form of lesser demon or spirit bound into it. This spirit likes you, naturally 
enough. It has a Mnd equal to whatever your Fu was when you bought this schtick, and three info or
social skills of your GMs choice (which can be anything, GMs are encouraged to include useful 
stuff, after all your player could have had some keen fu power instead) at +2. Your weapon can talk,
and can move itself around at a slow crawl along the floor, but like a cheap remote control car can't 
manage bumps very well (useful for having it returned to you, ala Luke Skywalker, if the bad guys 
leave you imprisoned with the weapon in plain sight).

Dedicated versus (Faction)
Choose a faction: Architects/Buro, Ascended/Pledged, Dragons, Eaters of the Lotus, Four 
Monarchs, Guiding Hand or Jammers. Your weapon is dedicated to the destruction of that faction. 
Below, the term "members" is used. Any agent of that faction, knowing or otherwise, as long as they
are in a fight, counts as a member as far as your weapon is concerned, unless the GM decides that 
that is silly in a particular case.

Damage dealt by your weapon is not reduced by any armor, external or otherwise, of members of 
that faction. Damage Immunities by members of that faction do not affect it. Damage dealt by your 
weapon cannot be healed, prevented or regenerated by effects commonly employed by members of 
that faction (chi powers for the hand, arcanowave for the Architects, etc etc.), parrying with sorcery 
skill is an exemption to this rule, and while you are wielding the weapon you gain +1 to resist 
effects commonly employed by that faction that are being employed by minions of that faction 
against you.

Most importantly, when using Intimidation against members of that Faction, you gain a +8 bonus to 
your action value if you pull out your weapon and brandish it at them, shouting something along the
lines of "forged by immortals in the belly of the dragon mountain, my sword, eunuchcleaver, is 
dedicated to the destruction of you and all your evil kind, Jueding Shelun!". This even works on 
people who don't know who they're working for.



Enhancement
Damage dealt by enhanced weapons is reduced by the lowest of an opponents: constitution, 
toughness or willpower, instead of toughness. It's magic, you see.

Example: If you hit Joe big bruiser with your enhanced weapon the damage, instead of 
being reduced 12 (his Tgh), is reduced the lowest of 12 (his Tgh), 11 (his Con) or 5 (his 
Wil); that is to say, 5.

Self Motivation
When you actively dodge/parry with your martial arts skill and are wielding this weapon, add 5 to 
your dodge value instead of 3. Your weapon is pulling itself around to assist you. Other People 
cannot take the weapon and wield it without your permission, it won't let them.

If your weapon is also conscious, it can fly through the air and fight on it's own with a martial arts, 
Move and Spd equal to it's Mnd. It's considered an unnamed character for purposes of being taken 
out of the fight, but gets +2 dodge value, and is never destroyed, just incapacitated for the 
remainder of the fight when hit with an adeqaute outcome.

Soul Drinking
Whenever you kill an unamed character with your weapon, add 1 to your Strength and your Chi and
all it's sub attributes for the remainder of the fight. Named characters net you 2 points of increase 
when you kill them. At the end of each session, you gain arcanowave mutation points equal to the 
number of people you killed with the weapon. You may use willpower instead of arcanowave 
device to resist mutation points from this power if you don't have any AI/O ports. You may not 
incapacitate unnamed characters with this weapon, just kill them.

Unnatural Power
For every sequence you wield this weapon in battle, you gain a mutation point. Add your willpower 
to the damage dealt by the weapon. You may use your willpower instead of your arcanowave device
to resist mutation points from this power if you don't have any AI/O ports. You may not incapcitate 
unnamed characters with this weapon, just kill them.

Creature shticks

Walk On Walls
Using suckers like a tree frog or an octopus, adhesion pads like a gecko, or thousands of tiny tube-
feet like a starfish, you can walk on walls or ceilings like a fly. You can climb using your normal 



Move score, and can even use your normal Move score when walking across a ceiling. If desired 
you can even fight someone on the ground while you are standing on the ceiling. Doing this may 
not give you any direct advantage, but may increase the Difficulty of your opponent’s attacks by a 
point or two, since attacking you is quite disorienting. Since you presumably spend a great deal of 
you unnatural life walking up walls and along ceilings you suffer no such disorientation.

Inhuman Leap
Whether through possessing unnaturally long legs, odd joints or some other form of unusual 
anatomy you are capable of leaping four times your normal Move rating. This leap requires two 
shots and can be made vertically or horizontally. Your peculiar physiology also allows you to land 
on your feet if you fall and automatically reduces the Damage you take from a fall by your normal 
Move score.

DEATH RESISTANCE
For each schtick you spend on this ability (up to a maximum of three) you gain a +3 Action Value 
bonus when making Death checks.

Absorb Life
You can drain chi energy from unwilling targets and transfer it into your own unnatural form. To use
this power you make a Soul Twist attack that takes 6 shots instead of the usual 3. In addition to 
being added to your Soul Twist base Damage, the Outcome of the attack is also subtracted from 
your Wound Point total. Once your Wound Point total has been reduced to zero, all further points 
are lost. If you are uninjured this ability functions exactly like an ordinary Soul Twist. The Wound 
Points healed by this ability are applied at the end of each sequence. If you fail a Death Check after 
using this ability but before the sequence ends, you still die. Furthermore, you cannot use this 
ability any time you can’t use Regeneration or Soul Twist. Prerequisite: Regeneration and Soul 
Twis

Abysmal Armor
Your entire body is covered with razor sharp spines, jagged hooks or perhaps sharp questing 
tendrils. In addition to the bonuses from the Abysmal Spines and Armor, you are difficult and 
dangerous to hit. If someone strikes you with his foot or fist, your spines will pierce his flesh and 
the blow also injures him. Whenever anyone makes a hand to hand strike against you, the Outcome 
of his attack is added to the Damage from your spines (2 per schtick) and applied to him. Armor and
Toughness protect your attacker against this damage normally. Also, merely shaking your hand 
pains the person doing so. If you are ever tied up, struggling against your bonds will likely shred the
ropes in short order. Only hand to hand damage is affected in this fashion, attacks against you using 



either guns or melee weapons are unaffected by this power. Prerequisite: Abysmal Spines and 
Armor.

Army of Monsters
At your discretion, when you hit an unnamed character, and the Outcome of the attack is 5 or more, 
you may try to take over the character’s mind. The unnamed character must make a check with his 
highest Action Value; the Difficulty of this check is the Outcome of your just-made attack. If your 
opponent fails, he temporarily transforms into a mindless creature under your complete control. If 
he succeeds, he is unaffected and still active. Before you roll, you must choose whether your attack 
is designed to injure or attempt to control an unnamed character. This control lasts until the end of 
the session.

If you spend an additional schtick on this power, you can have a chance of controlling unnamed 
characters on an attack Outcome of 4 or more. If you spend two schticks in Army of Monsters, you 
have a chance of controlling unnamed characters if the Outcome of your attack is 3 or more. If you 
have three schticks in Army of Monsters, you may also maintain control of these unnamed 
characters indefinitely. In any event, the number of mooks you control can never exceed your 
Creature Powers AV. Prerequisite: Corruption and Domination.

Death Chisels
Your claws/spines/whatever are so sharp they pierce armor like tissue paper. Whenever you strike 
someone with your claws, you ignore your target’s Armor protection. This power does not reduce 
your target’s Toughness. A second schtick allows you to add X (a number of Magic Points you 
choose to spend) to your Damage once you’ve made a successful attack. Prerequisite: Abysmal 
Spines.

The Flying Fear
You can become a huge avian beast with enormous wings. In this form, your Move is doubled. On 
the ground, you can use your wings to strike opponents, doing Strength +3 Damage. In the air, you 
can buffet everyone standing in front of you with huge blasts of air by spending any number of 
Magic Points to reduce the Move ratings of the targets by that amount. A target reduced to 0 Move 
can’t walk or run, but can attack. This reduction lasts ten shots. Prerequisite: Flight and 
Transformation.

Immaterial Form
You can redirect the flow of your chi and become temporarily immaterial, transferring your physical
form into the ghostly spaces between the mortal world and the Netherworld. This makes you 
completely immune to all physical attacks including unarmed attacks, bullets, melee weapons and 
explosions. You remain fully vulnerable to all forms of supernatural damage, including magic 
weapons, spells, creature powers, fu schticks, and arcaonwave effects. Damage caused by falls 



affects you normally.

While you are immaterial you also can not affect the physical world in any way. Not only can you 
not pick up a pencil or ride in a car, you also cannot use any attack form, including any creature 
powers, while in this form. However, while Insubstantial you are completely visible and can speak 
and hear normally. Unless you also possess the Flight schtick you are still affected by gravity. The 
chi flow of the Earth keeps you from falling through the ground (which is why you still take 
Damage from falling). You can even climb stairs and walk on the upper floors of buildings which 
are still connected to the Earth. However cars, planes, boats or any other structure that is not firmly 
and permanently connected to the Earth is as insubstantial to air to you.

Becoming or ceasing to be Immaterial requires a full sequence where you can do nothing other than
concentrate on the transformation. During the transformation from material to immaterial, you are 
vulnerable to all attacks. When transforming from immaterial form to material form you are only 
vulnerable to supernatural attacks until the transformation is complete. Once you have transformed 
from one state to another, you must wait for at least 10 minutes before transforming again. Shifting 
to or from the immaterial states places a considerable strain on both your mind and your body. 
Prerequisite: Damage Immunity and Insubstantial.

Mask of Humanity
You may vary your appearance to transform into a wide variety of human forms. You cannot imitate
the form of a specific individual, but you can appear to be short, tall, black, white, male or female. 
Since this power is exceptionally difficult, purchasing it requires double the normal amount of 
experience. (In effect, you have to pay for it twice to get it once.) For the cost of an additional 
schtick in Mask of Humanity (which does not have a double cost), you can recreate the appearance 
of specific people you have studied carefully for at least a week immediately prior to your use of the
schtick. Prerequisite: Transformation

Ophidian Form
In addition to any other forms possessed through Transformation, you can assume the form of a 
monstrously huge snake. While in serpent form you lack all limbs and manipulators, but may 
communicate and use all of your creature powers normally. In this form you can also both slither 
and swim at your normal Move score. Unless you possess creature powers which give you 
additional attacks, constriction and biting are your only possible attacks. Both of these attacks are 
based on your Creature Power AV. Biting does Strength +2 Damage. Constriction involves actually 
wrapping around and squeezing the life out of your target. Constriction does Strength +1. This same
attack also completely immobilizes the target. When constricting a target that has already been 



immobilized you automatically do Strength +1 Damage every shot, without needing to roll an 
attack. Every 2 shots the immobilized target may make a Strength task check with your Strength as 
the Difficulty. If he succeeds, he instantly breaks free from the constriction. If you do anything other
than constrict the target, he automatically breaks free. If you buy this schtick a second time you 
become truly in tune with your ophidian nature and gain the Coil, Strike and Warning Schticks from
the Snake transformed animal package. However, these abilities are only gained while you are in 
serpent form. Taking this schtick more than twice gains no additional benefits. Prerequisite: 
Tentacles and Transformation.

Poison Spew
Like the legendary spitting cobra you can spit deadly venom a number of meters equal to your 
Creature Power Action Value. As with the Poison schtick, the base Damage rating of this toxin is 
10. Fortunately for the target, this poison cannot easily seep through the target’s skin. This poison 
requires several minutes to affect the target and has no affect if the victim washes it off within 10 
minutes.

However, careful targeting can greatly increase the poison’s affect. If you aim for the target’s eyes, 
open mouth or at any open wounds on the target, the poison takes affect much more rapidly. Both 
types of attack impose an Action Value Penalty of -2 to your attacks. A successful attack on the 
target’s eyes blinds the target, decreasing his Action Value by four until the Damage done by the 
poison is healed. Hitting someone’s open mouth or gaping wound with the poison instantly releases 
the venom into the target’s bloodstream. Prerequisite: Foul Spew and Poison

Spiritual Passage
Your mastery of internal and external chi flows allows you to enter or leave the Netherworld at will.
You don’t need a portal to enter or leave the Netherworld, but you cannot bring anyone else with 
you. The opening you create only admits you and a small amount of gear and clothing you are 
carrying or wearing. Without some form of sorcerous Divination, you also don’t know where in the 
Netherworld or mortal world you will emerge. However, if you need to escape from a locked room 
this schtick is a good bet. The only problem with this power is that it is not terribly quick. To enter 
or leave the Netherworld you must remain completely still and concentrate on opening the portal for
a full sequence. While opening a portal to the Netherworld, your Action Value to resist any attacks 
is at -4 and if you do anything other than passively dodge while opening the portal you must start 
the entire process again next sequence. You also cannot open a portal more often than once an hour. 
Creating such gateways is an incredibly demanding process. You must be in your normal material 
form to open a portal; you cannot open a gateway to the Netherworld when you are immaterial. If 
you purchase a second schtick in this ability, you can make a large portal which allows others to 
enter or leave the Netherworld with you. This portal remains open for one full sequence, or until 
you one shot after you enter it, whichever comes first. Prerequisite: Immaterial Form

Squamous Visage
Not only is your countenance horrific enough to cause brain damage to unprepared mortals, it is 
also sufficient to cause all lesser beings who see you clearly to run in fear. The range of this power 
is equal to your Magic rating in meters, and it requires 3 shots to activate.

Whenever you activate this power by displaying the full depths of your unwholesomeness, spend a 
Magic Point and make a Creature Power task check, Difficulty equal to the highest AV of any 
unnamed character within range. A number of unnamed characters equal to your Outcome instantly 



flee in terror at top speed for the remainder of the sequence. If they are cornered and cannot flee 
they faint, and do not regain consciousness until the end of the next sequence. Any remaining 
unnamed characters cannot approach you closer than your Magic rating in meters unless they make 
a Willpower check against your Magic rating. Any who are closer than this make the Willpower roll
or retreat this distance away from you. While these characters cannot attack you in melee combat, 
they are free to attack your comrades, or to attack you with guns or other distance weapons. 
Prerequisite: Brain Shredder

Tentacles of Terror
Instead of tentacles you can produce additional fully functional arms. Each arm can work tools, fire 
guns, or use swords just as effectively as a normal human’s. Possessing multiple arms gives you 
several advantages. First, continuous actions that require the use of hands, such as driving, don’t 
give you the continuous action penalty. Secondly, your penalty for attacking multiple opponents is 
decreased by 1. Finally, every three shots you can parry without taking the shot penalty (because 
you’ve got a spare pair of arms to parry with).

Each schtick spent in this power allows you to create one additional arm, but these extra limbs don’t
add to the advantages listed above: They’re just backups for when some maniac with a hacksaw 
chops one of your arms off. As long as you have three or more arms, you gain the advantages of this
schtick. Prerequisite: Tentacles and Transformation

Torrent of Blood
This devastating and horrific attack actually draws the lifeblood out of a target and sends it in a 
rushing torrent towards you. In addition to the ability to do normal Blast Damage to the victim, it 
can also be used to perform any of the effects of the Blood Drain schtick without actually touching 
the target. The range of this attack is equal to the range of a normal Blast attack. If desired you can 
either draw a fine stream of blood, or a horrific torrent that literally covers the surroundings in gore.
Creative uses of this power also include psychological warfare and obscuring car windshields. 
Prerequisite: Blast and Blood Drain

Torrent of Spines
Not only are you covered with spines, you can project them in a vast and deadly cloud. This attack 
affects everyone within a number of meters equal to your Magic rating. Performing this attack costs
one Magic Point, takes six shots and is rolled with a –3 penalty to your Creature Powers AV. The 
damage from this attack is equal to your normal Blast Damage for named characters and cannot be 
increased by spending additional schticks. Of course, if you use this power near your companions 
they are likely to be rather annoyed, after they finish picking the spines out of their flesh. 



Prerequisite: Abysmal Spines and Blast

Transfer Life
You can transfer chi energy between any two targets. By touching two targets you can perform an 
Absorb Life attack on one individual and transfer the Wound Points you would have gained to the 
other. You can even drain your own precious store of chi energy and give it to another. Using 
Transfer Life in this fashion allows you to transfer up to 10 Wound Points from yourself to another 
character every sequence. No roll is needed to give your own chi to another, but doing so is quite 
painful.

However, you can then heal any Damage done to you with either Regeneration or Absorb Life, 
assuming no one kills you first. This ability can also be used to duplicate the affects of the Flow 
Restoration Fu Schtick or the Restore Chi effect of the Fertility Sorcery Schtick. Using the power in
these ways functions identically to the previously named powers, except that both powers require 
that you touch your target. Unfortunately each such use of this power costs you 5 Wound Points, 
and this Damage cannot be reduced or redirected in any fashion. The Wound Points used to power 
these effects are lost and not transferred to anyone. Prerequisite: Absorb Life

Sorcellerie  

Blast : 

Tentacles. Writhing, flexible tendrils, either extruded from the sorcerer’s own body or condensed 
out of the surrounding air. The tentacles have large suckers, which allow them to pick up just about 
anything that’s not nailed down and cling to their targets. If the sorcerer chooses to keep attacking a 
target (or targets), add +1 to the Sorcery rating for each sequenceof sustained grappling, to a 
maximum of +2. Extended grappling makes it hard to change targets: It takes an extra shot and a –2 
penalty to Sorcery for the first attack at any other target. Some sorcerers withdraw their tentacles 
into themselves when ceasing to attack; others let the tentacles fall off, or cut them off, and grow 
new ones for the next fight. The “tentacles” may include inhuman extension of the sorcerer’s hair, 
tongue, fingernails, and other body parts. 

Weapon Schticks

By David Eber.

What follows are the various weapon schticks available to characters who have them listed in their 
character type. Weapon schticks allow characters to do a variety of spectacular and deadly 
maneuvers and tricks with non-firearm weapons. They are, by and large, very similar to the gun 
schticks, and characters may take multiple schticks in certain abilities to do gain cumulative 
benefits. The Feng Shui rulebook only lists a few different types of melee weapons. Rather than try 
to produce an exhaustive list of those weapons here, Game Masters and players are encouraged to 
add the weapons of their choice to the game. It shouldn't be too difficult to figure out the damage 
ratings of weapons. Just compare them to the weapons already listed, and find the closest match.



Characters can acquire new weapon schticks during the course of play by spending experience 
points. The cost to acquire a new weapon schtick is (8 + x) per schtick, where x equals the number 
of weapons schticks you will have once you acquire the new one. Characters who have a current 
Action Value of 11 or less in their Martial Arts skill can't acquire weapon schticks during the course 
of play.

The following archetypes may swap gun and/or fu schticks for weapon schticks during character 
creation at a 1:1 basis:

• Ex-Special Forces (any juncture) 
• Killer (69, 1850) 
• Martial Artist (any) 
• Masked Avenger (69, 1850) 
• Maverick Cop (69, 1850) 
• Ninja (any) 
• Old Master (any) 

Both Blades Flashing
This schtick allows characters to do all kinds of flashy maneuvers using paired weapons, and to put 
a serious hurting on an opponent by hitting him with those two weapons at once. The character 
needs to be using a paired set of weapons. Any two weapons that can be used one handed are okay, 
such as two swords, two knives, sais, nunchaku, tui-fu, and so on. Ideally, the character should be 
using the same weapon in each hand, but the GM may want to let this slide (e.g., sword and dagger 
combos). When you successfully hit an opponent with the Both Blades Flashing schtick, the number
of wound points suffered by the opponent is figured as follows:

Total damage rating of both weapons - (opponents' Toughness x 2) + Outcome = wound 
points suffered.

If you buy only one schtick's worth of Both Blades Flashing, any attacks you make with it are at a 
-2 Action Value penalty. If you buy two schticks in it, the penalty is -1. If you buy three schticks, the
penalty is 0. For each additional schtick you purchase, you gain a +1 Action Value bonus when 
using Both Blades Flashing.

Quick Draw
For each schtick spent on Quick Draw, add 1 to your initiative result at the beginning of each 
sequence. If you add to your initiative result in this manner, you must attack with a melee weapon 
as your first action of that sequence.

Razor-Edged Senses
You have extremely keen senses, and you are always aware of what is happening around you, even 
when you appear to be distracted. You are rarely surprised by ambushes, traps, and hidden dangers. 
When the GM makes a check on your behalf to see if you spot such things, you get a +2 bonus to 
your Perception Action Value for each Razor-Edged Senses you've purchased. If you succeed in a 
Perception check and can usefully respond to the situation by using a melee weapon or dodging, the
Outcome of that check is applied to that first Martial Arts task check.

Ricochet Strike
Purchasing this schtick allows a character to deflect bullets fired at him back at the character that 



shot them. The defending character must declare that they are actively parrying. Then, if the parry is
successful, the character must make a Martial Arts task check with his opponent's dodge value as 
the difficulty number. If the check is successful, the shooter is hit by his own bullets. The damage 
inflicted is equal to the normal damage of the gun plus the outcome of the Action Result from the 
Martial Arts check, minus the shooter's toughness of course. Note that this all takes place during the
same shot, though the character using the Ricochet Strike incurs a shot penalty of -1, since the use 
of this schtick requires an active parry.

The use of this schtick requires a melee weapon with which to parry. If the weapon is four feet or 
longer, there is a +1 bonus to the parry check. If the weapon is two to four feet in length, there is no 
bonus or penalty. If the weapon is less than two feet in length, there is a -1 penalty. GM's will have 
to rule whether or not characters using this schitck can deflect and redirect other projectile weapons,
such as arrows, sorcerous blasts, energy weapons, and so on. If you purchase one schtick in 
Ricochet Strike, you receive a -2 Action Value penalty to both the parry and the Martial Arts check. 
If you purchase two schticks in Ricochet Strike, you receive a -1 Action Value penalty. If you buy 
three schticks, the penalty is 0. For each additional schtick you purchase, you gain a +1 Action 
Value bonus when using Ricochet Strike.

Signature Weapon
For each schtick spent in this ability, you can select one specific melee weapon as a signature 
weapon. This weapon might be an ancient ceremonial katana, a "lucky" pearl handled buck knife, 
his first real set of nunchaku, and so on.

Symphony of Slaughter
If you have one schtick in Symphony of Slaughter, you can subtract 1 from the shot cost of any 
attack on an unnamed character or characters. If you have two schticks in Symphony of Slaughter, 
you can subtract 2 from the shot cost of any attack on an unnamed character or characters. Shot 
costs cannot be reduced to 0 or a negative number. If you have three schticks in Symphony of 
Slaughter, you put down unnamed characters on an Outcome of 4 or more. If you have four schticks
in Symphony of Slaughter, you put down unnamed characters on an Outcome of 3 or more. You 
can't spend more than four schticks in this ability.

True Strike
You are especially skilled at finding the tiny chinks in your opponent's armor. For each schtick you 
spend in True Strike, you can ignore 2 points of an opponent's armor. True Strike cannot be used to 
ignore an opponent's toughness.

Vital Blow
Characters who have purchased this schtick are masters of the body, human and otherwise. They 
have studied both the scientific and Chi-related aspects of living beings, and they know how to 
exploit this knowledge to strike at the weakest part of a human body. Characters who use this 
schtick must focus intently on their opponents during combat, waiting for just the right moment to 
strike an exposed vital area. This means that characters using this schtick may not actively dodge in 
combat, and that they have a -2 penalty to their passive dodge Action Value. Attacks made by this 
character are rolled as normal, but if the attack is successful, the character using the Vital Blow 
schtick ignores his opponent's toughness entirely when figuring damage. This schtick always has a 
minimum length of three shots, and it may only be directed against named characters. If you 
purchase one schtick in Vital Blow, you receive a -2 Action Value penalty your Martial Arts check. 



If you purchase two schticks in Vital Blow, you receive a -1 Action Value penalty. If you buy three 
schticks, the penalty is 0. For each additional schtick you purchase, you gain a +1 Action Value 
bonus when using Vital Blow. You may never reduce the penalties to your passive dodge Action 
Value, no matter how many schticks you purchase.

Weapon Master
Your character has dedicated himself to the study of one particular type of weapon. As a result, he is
especially proficient in its use. Characters who take this schtick may select one type of hand to hand
weapon (e.g., katana, nunchaku, sai, etc....) That character inflicts +2 damage when using any 
weapon of that type. For each additional schtick spent on Weapon Master, you may select an 
additional class of weapon. Note that Weapon Master is only superficially superficial to the 
Signature Weapon schtick. Although the character gets the bonus on a wider range of weapons (all 
katanas instead of just one specific katana), they gain none of the other benefits afforded by a 
Signature Weapon. Further, if a character has a Signature Weapon and the Weapon Master schtick, 
and the Signature Weapon is of a type for which the PC gets a bonus from the Weapon Master, the 
PC only gets the bonuses afforded by the Signature Weapon for that particular weapon, and not the 
bonuses from the Weapon Master schtick. In other words, they only get +3 damage with their 
Signature katana, not +5 damage because they've also chosen katana as their Weapon Master 
schtick.


